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FEAR OF DANGEROUS EVENTS AND THE SOLUTION

Fear of Dangerous Events
There are two general kinds of fear: Fear that comes from our soul, and 

fears which come from outside of our soul.

...

Another kind of outside fear is when a person hears of dangerous events, 
like when a person hears of a tragedy.  

This fear also does not stem from a lack of balance in the soul, as it is an 
outer kind of fear not based on the soul. Even a person with a balanced soul 
can have these kinds of fears. 

Fear of dangerous events is really the same nature as the fear which a 
person has when he is afraid for being punished for his sins, such as when 
a person is afraid of the destroying angels that are created from his sins; the 
person is afraid of being punished. 

So far, we have given solutions in overcoming fear in our soul, which is 
by having the true bitachon in Hashem, and in the true self-confidence we 
can derive from our soul. But how do we deal with fears that come from 
the outside of us, such as fear of dangerous events?

We are not dealing with how to have emunah; that is a separate discus-
sion. emunah is a deeper subject than what we are discussing. Right now 
we are discussing a more basic step, something which even the lowest part 
of our soul, our nefesh habehaimis, can struggle with and deal with.

All Fears Have To Do With Change
To know the solution to fears of danger, first, we need to know what the 

depth of fear is. 

Really, all our fears have to do with change. People are afraid of changes 
to our situation. For example, why are people afraid that there will be a 
war? It is because people are afraid of change. People fear a “different” situ-
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ation than the current one, and that is the source of the fear.

People are also afraid of death, for this very reason. Even if Eliyahu Ha-
Navi would come to a person and tell him he will go straight to Gan Eden 
after he dies, the person still would be afraid to die. Why? It is because we 
fear changes. The fact that we are undergoing a change in our situation is 
enough of a reason to fear, even if we know that we will be fine and good.

This is also the depth of our fear in Torah learning. The Gemara says 
that “There is no Beis Midrash that doesn’t have novel Torah ideas that 
day.” Since Torah is always becoming renewed, there are changes being 
made – and this causes us to fear that we won’t advance in learning Torah. 
Here we see that fear has to do with change (This, of course, is a holy kind of 
fearing change, but right now we are discussing most fears of change, which are 
unholy).

All fears of events – whether it is a fear of death, or a fear of losing one’s 
livelihood, etc. – are all essentially a fear from change; we fear a change to 
our situation. What is the solution to such fears?

A Change To Our Life Orientations
If a person is truly close to Hashem, he has no fears, because he is con-

nected to Hashem, who is non-changing. Hashem always existed, contin-
ues to exist, and will always exist.

So, we need to change our initial perspective on things. It all depends on 
how we look at our situation on this world; let us explain.

Most people who have a wife, children and a home generally feel that 
they are all “his” acquisitions on this world. But this is really a superficial 
outlook, an outlook that comes from the body. We need to acquire an atti-
tude that comes from our soul. 

If a person lives life through the viewpoint of his body, he seeks sta-
bility and comfort in his physical life. Therefore, he feels like his house 
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and his family are all “his” – and such a person, of course, will have fears 
in life. He’s afraid of losing “his” acquisitions in life. But if a person lives 
life through an inner perspective of his soul, he will only seek to stabilize 
his soul, not his life on this world. With a soul attitude, he will only seek 
stability in his soul, and he will not be concerned to make his life on this 
world more secure.

One who views everything he has on this world as only a “garment” 
of his, and not a part of his intrinsic essence, will actually feel more stable 
than the one who thinks that everything he has is “his.” When one realizes 
that everything that is his is not really his, but rather just a garment, he will 
have no fears.

This is very subtle point in one’ soul: how to use this world, having the 
right attitude towards life.

When a person makes use of this world – like when he has to buy 
something in a store – does he feel that it is “his," or that he is just using it? 
Usually, we feel like what we buy belongs to us, and we look at everything 
we have in our life as “ours," a part of who we are. When a person feels like 
everything that he has is “his," he lives through his body, and he will have 
fears. 

But when a person learns to only make use of this world because he has 
to take care of things, and not because he wants to own it forever, then he 
is living life with an attitude through his soul; he lives a life of a well-struc-
tured soul. Such a person will not fear anything that has to do with this 
physical world, because he won’t feel like it is his. A person only fears losing 
what is tangibly “his."

On a deeper note, since all fears are rooted in a fear of change, a person 
only fears losing what he considers to be tangibly his on this world, because 
he fears change.

How a person should view his life on this world
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Therefore, the solution to our fears is to become more connected to our 
soul. 

If a person lives life through the prism of his soul - he is connected to 
his soul - then he knows that the rest of the world is not a part of who he 
is, and in turn, he will not be affected by the dangers and worries of this 
world. He knows that he is merely “using” this world and its conveniences, 
but he doesn’t feel connected to it.

The sun sets every day. Why isn’t anyone afraid that maybe it won’t rise 
tomorrow? Don’t we all fear changes? The answer to this is because no one 
feels any connection to the sun; we merely enjoy its rays. Therefore, no one 
is afraid of losing the sun, because nobody feels connected to it.

But since a person naturally feels a connection to what he has, he feels 
that what he has is all a part of who he is. Thus, a person is naturally afraid 
to lose what he has on this world.  A person naturally feels that his wife, 
children, his house and that his source of livelihood are all “his.”

Let’s say a person is using a convenient electrical appliance, like a so-
phisticated piece of technology (such as the recorder that is recording this 
shiur). Does he feel like he is merely using it for what he has to? Usually 
not. Most people feel very connected to their items; they enjoy them and 
are scared that something will happen to their precious items. The problem 
that results from this is that people feel very connected to this world; they 
are more than just using it – they feel connected to it.

But when a person realizes that nothing on this world is really his, only 
then will he have no fears. He realizes that he is anyways not living on a 
world which is his.

Let’s go further with this concept. If someone’s child becomes sick, how 
does he deal with such a worry? If a person thinks that his children are his 
possessions, he will be very worried. But if a person knows that even his 
children aren’t his, he will not feel worried, and he will be able to strength-
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en himself and not fall into despair (Of course, he can feel his child’s pain, but 
it doesn’t necessarily have to get him to be ‘worried’).

To work on this point, a person should therefore ask himself: “Where 
do I live? Do I live in my house – or in my soul?”

If a person thinks he really lives on this physical world of Planet Earth, 
he will be full of fears. This world is, indeed, a very scary and dangerous 
place – for a person who lives through his body. Such a person thinks that 
this world (and everything he has – his house, his livelihood, his family, etc.) is 
his, and naturally, he is terrified of losing of whatever he deems precious in 
his life. But one who lives in his soul has no fears, because he knows that 
nothing on this world is his anyway.

The Gemara says that are three things which “expand a person’s mind” 
(his daas): A beautiful wife, a beautiful home, and beautiful utensils. This 
seems to imply that we can feel connected to our possessions. But that is 
not the intention of this statement. What the Sages meant here was that 
feeling relaxed and comfortable from these things can only be positive for 
a person who uses these tools to improve his mind, his daas – when he is 
connected to his daas. In other words, these things can only expand the 
daas of a person, and that is when he lives in his daas, but not if he thinks 
he lives in his physical house.

The only way to overcome fears is for a person to live through his soul, 
to realize that he does not really live on this world – that nothing he has on 
this world is his.

What we are saying here is a solution that can help any person on any 
level survive this world’s worries. It does not require one to have perfect 
emunah  or to go above his level. It is practical advice for how to live on 
this world and how to eliminate our fears, and even our nefesh habehaimis 
(animalistic layer of the soul) can identify with this solution and be able to 
implement it.
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QUESTION & ANSWER FROM THE ARCHIVE
QUESTION:
I’m learning for half a year already about bitachon and I really want to acquire 
bitachon very much. I am prepared to spend a half hour every learning about 
bitachon for many more years so that I can attain this goal. What is the best 
way for me to get to my goal of acquiring bitachon?

ANSWER:
The series “Actualizing Your Faith” (Da Es Bitchoncha) explains about this subject, 
and if you have any questions on these lessons, I will try to answer them, with 
siyata d’shmaya. Along with this, you should learn sefer Madreigas HaAdam, 
especially the chapter about bitachon. You should also learn about bitachon in 
the sefer Shomer Emunim. Practically speaking, each day you should practice 
having bitachon in Hashem when it comes to a small thing, and don’t do 
any hishtadlus (effort) when it comes to that area. Or, at least minimize your 
hishtadlus in that area, from an awareness that you are trying to work on your 
bitachon. Furthermore, it is appropriate to clarify the entire spectrum of this 
subject. Learn all the sources for bitachon in Chumash, Mishnayos, Gemara, 
Rishonim and Acharonim, as much as you are able to. Organize all the material 
in a notebook, as if you are trying to prepare for print as a sefer. This will help 
you become immersed in it, consistently and fundamentally, as you study this 
part of Torah and apply it to your avodah. It will also give you increased clarity 
on the topic, and it will also give you the gain of both learning and practicing 
it together.

QUESTION
Yasher Koach to the Rav for the advice about bitachon which I asked the Rav 
for, which I have started to practice. The Rav advised that each day I should 
practice having bitachon in Hashem when it comes to a very small thing and 
not to do any hishtadlus (effort) in that area. I have a couple of questions.
Does this mean that if I have bitachon and I don’t do any hishtadlus, then I 
will get what I’m having bitachon about? For example, if I want something 
small and I have bitachon that I will get it, will it definitely come to me, simply 
because I am having bitachon in Hashem?
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ANSWER
There are two approaches about bitachon. One approach is that one can have 
bitachon that a certain thing will definitely happen, when he trusts in Hashem 
that it will happen. Another approach is that one can have bitachon that 
whatever happens is only what Hashem wants to happen, and that everything 
that happens is for a person’s good. Generally a person needs to begin having 
bitachon with the second approach.

QUESTION
Also can the Rav give examples of having bitachon when it comes to a “small” 
thing?

ANSWER
An example of having bitachon when it comes to a small thing is: (1) I have 
bitachon that I will make the bus (that is, if I leave with enough time to get to 
the bus stop on time). (2) I have bitachon that I will fall asleep and get the right 
amount of sleep that I need so I can have enough energy for tomorrow and to 
do what I need to do.

QUESTION
Also, is this approach of having bitachon when it comes a small thing and not 
doing any hishtadlus, a matter which depends on how to understand bitachon? 
Is the Rav following a certain approach of bitachon or is this according to all 
views on bitachon?

ANSWER
Same as answer to the first question.

QUESTION
What do I need to think when I am having bitachon about a small thing that I 
want? And how can I avoid falling into delusions from this?

ANSWER
Have bitachon that only Hashem runs every single last detail, and that every-
thing He does is for my good.


